
  

  

 

 

 

Knowledge Organiser 

Y5 Term 1 DT Food and cooking – Savoury 

batter dishes 

  

 

Design Brief: 

‘Fish and Chips’ is Yorkshire’s most popular takeaway 

option. Make a healthier version of this traditional 

takeaway. 

Glossary 

Poaching – gentle simmering in liquid on a 

hob. 

Grilling – Ovens have a heated grill on the 

upper top side. The nearer the food 

product the more intense the heat so the 

faster it will cook. The heat will come from 

above. 

Oven bake – heat surrounds the heat 

product. The heat can be more carefully 

controlled using the temperature gauge. 

Fillet - A fish fillet, from the French 

word filet meaning a thread or strip, is the 

flesh of a fish which has been cut or sliced 

away from the bone by cutting lengthwise 

along one side of the fish parallel to the 

backbone 

 

 

Teaching Structure 
Design:  
1. Look closely at a standard fish and chip takeaway – What are the 
ingredients? How is it cooked? Why is it unhealthy? How is it transported 
home? 
2. Explore the two basic components in more detail – fish and potatoes. 
Discuss the main type of fish used. Explore other alternatives found in British 
seas. Model the 3 different cooking techniques of fish. Remind children of 
the 3 different cooking techniques of potatoes studied in Y2 – whole baked, 
oven baked wedges, mashed potato. Discuss advantages and disadvantages 
of different types of fish.  
3. Research healthy versions of battered fish already available. Create own 
design criteria. Healthy? Can it be transported? Sustainable fish? Cost?  
4. Look at fish recipes from the 3 Yorkshire chefs. Compare this with 
traditional fish and chips. Point out that consumer taste buds change due to 
influences from other cultures. 
5.  Focussed Task: 
Use a prepare fillet of fish (sustainable alternative to cod if possible) and cook 
using the 3 different methods.  
6. Produce up to 3 different labelled diagrams. Use these to survey consumer 
preference. 
7. Make approximate costing of product. 
 Make: 
1. In groups (COVID – one person make separate components), make the 
chosen design. Use tools (knife, spatula etc) with precision. Adhere to food 
hygiene rules when working with fish to avoid cross contamination of tools 
and produce. 
Evaluate: 
1. Package the finished dish in greaseproof paper and present to the class 

explaining their choices. 
2. Taste and evaluate own dish against criteria and present using a data 

graph. 
3. Identify improvements for next time. 

Curriculum Drivers 

Healthy body/healthy mind – discuss 

the ingredients used determine how 

they can be made healthier. Many 

people use cooking as a form of 

relaxation/creative outlet. 

Aspiration/important people: 

Yorkshire Chefs - James Martin 

(traditional/French cooking), Brian 

Turner (traditional), Parveen Ashraf 

(Indian). 

Knowledge of the world: Fish 

commonly found in British seas. 

Sustainability of fish such as cod – 

what alternatives can be used? 

Subject Themes 

Changes over time: Fish was mainly 

eaten by people with access to rivers 

and sea. Pigs trotters and chips was a 

popular option for city dwellers. 

Transportation by rail meant inner city 

residents could eat fish. Now people 

eat much more exotic species of fish 

as technology means they can be 

exported. In the past, they were often 

caught in small, local boats, now huge 

trawlers fish the seas although over 

fishing in the last 40 years means strict 

restrictions are now in place. 

 

Safety 

Ensure hands are washed after handling 

raw fish. 

Cooked fish must have an internal 

temperature of 145˚C. 

Cooked fish will flake apart and turn white 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Grilling 

When you're grilling fish, keep a close watch. 

Fish only takes a few minutes per side to cook. 
If the fillets are an even thickness, sometimes 

they don't even require flipping--they can be 
cooked through by grilling on one side only. It 

can be difficult to control the temperature. 

Brush the fish lightly with oil or spray with 

nonstick cooking spray. 

Place fish near the edge of the grill, away 

from the hottest part of the fire. (Don't try 
to lift up the fish right away; it will be 

stuck to the grill). 

Start checking for color and doneness after 

a few minutes, once the fish starts to 
release some of its juices. 

Flip the fish over when you see light grill 

marks forming 

 

 

Baking 

Fish can be baked plain, wrapped in foil or 

covered in a crumb or coating. 

The temperature can be more easily controlled. 

Fish can dry out more easily than with other 

cooking methods. 

See individual cooking instructions for each 

type/size of fillet. 

 

 

Poaching 

This gentle cooking method is perfect for all 

kinds of seafood. Poaching keeps fish moist 
and won't mask the delicate flavour of the fish. 

To poach fish, use vegetable or chicken stock 

or milk. 

Use a pan big enough to lay each piece of 
fish down flat. 

Pour in enough liquid to just barely cover 

the fish. 

Bring the liquid to a simmer, and keep it 

there. 

If you see any bubbles coming up from the 

bottom of the pan, it's too hot--the liquid 
should "shimmer" rather than bubble. 

Gently simmer until the fish flakes easily 

with a fork. 

 


